
etherFAX’s integration with Epic enables healthcare organizations to exchange Protected Health  
Information (PHI) with end-to-end encryption, ultra-fast transmission speeds, and guaranteed delivery  
by connecting to etherFAX’s DirectFax® solution via the Epic Connection Hub.

Epic Connection Hub Integration

Why Use etherFAX’s Epic Connection Hub Integration?

Through the integration, Epic users can leverage the etherFAX Secure Exchange Network (SEN) to  
securely transport critical healthcare, business information, and rich content documents with near- 
diagnostic image quality via Epic Print Services (EPS) without having to change a single workflow.  
For guaranteed security and data protection, etherFAX services operate in a HIPAA and SOC 2®  
compliant environment that is both HITRUST CSF® and PCI DSS certified.

Features & Benefits

• Leverages an Epic-certified etherFAX solution 
that eliminates the ongoing cost and  
complexity of maintaining a physical fax 
infrastructure, including local PRIs, gateways, 
ports, and voice resources  

• Works with Epic-based organizations to 
optimize the delivery and receipt of their vital 
documents 

• Enables healthcare organizations to send and 
receive large, sensitive documents in seconds 

• Best in KLAS Digital Fax Solution 

• Monitor document delivery and fax status 
within Epic 

• Leverage intelligent document recognition 
using AI and receive faxes into the Epic- 
integrated Hyland OnBase solution 

• Consolidate or eliminate complex and  
resource-strained fax environments and costs

https://www.etherfax.net/
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About etherFAX
Founded in 2009,  etherFAX® offers a secure document delivery platform and suite of applications widely used across a broad 
range of industries to digitize workflows and optimize business processes. As a leading provider of hybrid-cloud fax solutions  
supporting healthcare enterprises, etherFAX securely transmits protected health information and high-resolution, color documents  
directly to applications and devices with end-to-end encryption and ultra-fast transmission speeds. etherFAX’s secure, cloud-based, and  
encrypted data exchange solutions operate in a HIPAA and SOC 2® compliant environment that is both HITRUST CSF® and PCI DSS certified.

For more information, contact a Sales team member at 877-384-9866  
or sales@etherFAX.net.

etherFAX Epic Connection Hub Integration

Problems Solved

More Reasons to Switch

etherFAX’s DirectFax® solution via SEN enables Epic users to send and receive high-resolution, color  
documents directly to applications and devices with ultra-fast transmission speeds. As a cloud-based 
solution, etherFAX does not require a fax server or additional software. 

Work with Epic-based organizations 
to optimize the delivery and receipt 
of vital documents

High-resolution documents and 
faxes without a local fax server

Guaranteed-delivery, high-availability, 
“never busy” services within  
Epic workflow 

Use Epic’s built-in print and fax  
interface with easy fax monitoring
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